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Abstract
We are living in a time of massive anthropogenic ecological and climatic shifts. Awareness of
these changes and their effects on human lives is increasing, with recognised impacts on
mental health. At present, a variety of different terms exist to describe ecological changerelated distress. They range from the philosophical to the clinical, and are already beginning to
form part of professional practice as well as popular discourse, with prescriptive implications.
In this piece, I explore some of the different names and frames for ecological distress by
drawing on a sample of 30 online articles, blogs, and videos, and bringing these into dialogue
with scholarly literature. My purpose is to open up a conversation about how medical
anthropologists might attend to the meaning-making processes that surround ecological
distress and (individual, institutional, and political) responses to it.
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Introduction
We are living in a time of massive anthropogenic ecological and climatic shifts. Awareness of
these shifts, and their effects on human lives, is increasing. There are urgent public warnings
about ‘irreversible damage to the natural world’ (David Attenborough, quoted in McGrath
2019), ‘impending mass extinction’ (according to National Geographic [Drake 2015]), and
‘climate catastrophe’ (a UN report cited in The Guardian [McKie 2018]). A Yale survey suggests
that 62 percent of Americans are ‘somewhat’ worried about the climate, and the rate of those
‘very’ worried has doubled since 2015 (Leiserowitz et al. 2018). A US federal report indicated
that climate change is responsible for mental health issues ranging ‘from minimal stress and
distress symptoms to clinical disorders, such as anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress, and
suicidal thoughts’ (Dodgen et al. 2016). The scale and variety of these impacts are striking, but
so too is the process that is already evident, in which new, situationally specific forms of
distress are described in terms of pre-existing psychological categories.
The relationship between ecological awareness and mental wellbeing is clearly already being
documented by mental health professionals and discussed in the media. However, there have
only been a handful of situated ethnographic studies of ecological distress (see Fuberg, Evengård,
and Nilsson 2011; Cunsolo Willox 2012, 2013; Cunsolo Willox et al. 2015; Ellis 2016), and no
substantial attempts to reflect back on emergent categories of distress through an
anthropological lens.
In this article, I use the general term ‘ecological distress’ to refer to any forms of emotional,
psychological, or existential distress related to present or anticipated ecological/climatic
change. I aim to open a conversation about how medical anthropologists might approach this
topic via critical perspectives on the discursive nature of diagnostic formation. To this end, I
share some of my own emergent thoughts, based on an initial period of participant observation
in an online environmental ‘doomer’ community.1 This led me to undertake a qualitative
content analysis of 30 purposively sampled online articles, blogs, and videos related to
ecological distress. All texts were published within the last 12 months, with some appearing
on personal blogs and others on mainstream platforms such as The Guardian, Forbes, or Vice. I
place these popular texts in dialogue with selected scholarly literature to examine the crosspollination of language and ideas and highlight the relationship between expert knowledges
and public sense-making.

1

‘Doomer’ is a vernacular term, designating someone who believes that global environmental problems
will cause a collapse of civilisation and significant human loss of life in the near future.
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In this first section on ‘categories’ of distress, I start by mapping some of the existing terms
for ecological distress, which range from the clinical to the philosophical, and briefly
examining their prescriptive implications—that is, how each may differently shape the
possibilities for care and subjectivity among eco-aware citizens in the Anthropocene. I
organise this discussion into three categories, based on more common terms, and elucidate
their relationship to grief, anxiety, and trauma. In the second section on ‘technologies of
diagnosis’, I consider the relationship between individual embodied distress and knowledge of
global scale changes, using examples of popularly-circulated texts that re-imagine ecological
distress as a diagnostic tool for the planet rather than the person. I ask what the implications
of medicalising ecological distress might be for activism and agency, noting, in the final section,
some of the alternative pathways for care that are already emerging, along with a caution about
collectivising distress.

Categories of (ecological) distress
Only in the last 20 years has the topic of ecological distress emerged in mainstream academic
literature, including psychiatry, psychology, philosophy, literary studies, and the social sciences.
Each of these fields has sought to shape understandings of the relationship between ecological
awareness and distress through its own paradigms. One thing that the critical tradition of
medical anthropology can add to an interdisciplinary conversation about ecological distress is
the recognition that all categories of distress are ‘invented’, emerging in specific cultural
moments amid shifting social meanings, and become recognised only through a complex set
of institutional relations. Torbjörn Friberg’s (2009, 538) study of the making of burnout as ‘a
psychiatric object of thought’ in post-industrial Sweden is an excellent example of this, tracing
the processes through which a popular conception ‘became a psychiatric diagnosis, and
eventually, an object for public health policy and intervention’. Similarly, Arthur Kleinman
(1982) was able to trace the ‘migration’ of neurasthenia from a category of distress with specific
classed associations in Victorian England to a somatising illness related to political trauma in
1970–80s China. As cross-cultural psychiatrist Lawrence Kirmayer (2005, 192) puts it, all
psychiatric categories ‘bear the traces of their cultural history’. For this reason, studying the
social history of diagnostic categories (and the dynamic relationship between named categories
and qualities of experience) can be revealing. In the following section, I trace the emergence
of a number of common categories of ecological distress in order to show their historical,
disciplinary, and discursive context.

Grief and solastalgia
In 2004, US-based thanatologist Kriss Kevorkian coined the term ‘environmental grief’,
defining this as ‘the grief reaction stemming from the environmental loss of ecosystems caused
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by natural or man-made events’. The phrase came to public attention in 2016 via an article in
Scientific American (Rosenfeld 2016). Just two years later, the parallel term ‘ecological grief’
appeared in a Nature article by social scientists Ashlee Cunsolo and Neville Ellis (2018). This
article, drawing on the authors’ ethnographic studies of Inuit communities in Northern Canada
and farmers in Australia’s Wheatbelt, described a sense of loss across three planes: physical
ecological losses, disruptions to environmental knowledge and identity, and anticipated future
losses. As the popular articles I reviewed often stressed, grief can be caused not only by the
death of a person, but also by world events and the loss of possible futures (Blumenfeld 2019).
One consequence of framing ecological distress as ‘grief’ is that many of the normative
discourses of modernist grief are also brought into the field. Indeed, the articles in my dataset
frequently drew on ideas and models from bereavement and palliative care literature, both to
describe experiences and prescribe responses to them—referencing, for example, Elizabeth
Kübler-Ross’s ‘five stages of grief’, with a heavy emphasis on individual ‘grief work’ and the
goal of acceptance, as well as the idea of anticipatory grief (Fulton, Madden, and Minichiello
1996).
Other terms referencing sadness and loss are also in circulation. The neologism ‘solastalgia’
was first proposed by Australian philosopher Glenn Albrecht in a conference paper in 2003
(Albrecht et al. 2007). It refers to pain associated with the loss of precious places, especially
with environmental change and degradation, including climate-related extreme weather events.
Terms like solastalgia seem to reference a package of emotional experiences similar to those
glossed by Anglo-European notions of ‘grief’, yet may have less prescriptive baggage insofar
as they do not emphasise the individual goal of detachment or ‘moving on’. However, based
on their relative frequencies within my dataset, they also seem to have less popular uptake than
the more familiar referent of ‘grief’.

Anxiety and dread
‘Eco-anxiety’ was pegged as a ‘national ailment’ in the USA as early as 1990, in a Washington
Post article that explored public responses to the growing problem of pollution (Leff 1990). It
was 18 years later that the term re-emerged in a New York Times Magazine article with a focus
on climate change (Dickinson 2008). In Sweden, psychiatrists recognised klimatångest—also
translated as ‘climate anxiety’—as a ‘new phenomenon’ in 2010 (Lagerblad 2010), and the
English-language term has been included in two American Psychological Association reports
since (Clayton, Manning, and Hodge, 2014; Clayton et al. 2017). By 2019, the term was quickly
becoming mainstream, with the BBC publishing a video asking ‘Are you suffering from ecoanxiety?’ (BBC 2019), while New Scientist suggested ‘eight tips for managing eco-anxiety’
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(Sarchet 2019) and Vogue offered advice on ‘how to talk to your kids about eco-anxiety’ (Noble
2019).
The term ‘anxiety’ makes clear reference to the established psychiatric category of ‘anxiety
disorders’ in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), and thus has
the potential to pathologise. Yet, arguably, the term ‘anxiety’ is already used by the public to
reference more everyday registers of emotional experience. In the context of these articles, the
suggestion of ‘self-management’ (rather than professional referral) also suggest a less serious
framing, though still one that hints at individual maladjustment.
The DSM distinguishes ‘anxiety’ from ‘fear’ by its future focus. With a similar emphasis,
Albrecht (2019, 80) writes about a ‘serious existential condition’ he calls ‘global dread’—
distress focused on the image of an apocalyptic future. Despite the phenomenological parallels
between ‘anxiety’ and ‘dread’, this term is less about clinical disorder than it is about subjective
experience, and I turn now to other similar terms.

Despair, existential crisis, and trauma
In a New York Times column in 2009, Pulitzer Prize-winning behavioural science reporter
Daniel Goleman coined the term ‘eco-angst’ to describe his own sudden plunge into despair
when exposed to ‘a new bit of unpleasant ecological information’. The similar term ‘climate
despair’ appeared shortly after, in a book about climate politics in the USA (Pooley 2010), but
reached wider circulation only recently in a Vice article (Pearl 2019). Both of these terms,
featured in high-profile publications, extend beyond a ‘mental health’ frame to recognise the
existential and moral components of ecological distress. From the psy-sciences, psychoanalyst
Renee Lertzman’s (2015) work seems to reach towards this same direction, coining the term
‘environmental melancholia’ to describe a pervasive state of feeling conflicted and
overwhelmed among those she studied in Wisconsin, USA. Popular texts poignantly describe
a reality in which people ‘don’t know how to be human any more’ (Kriss and O’Hagan 2017)—
using terms such as ‘human futilitarianism’ (ibid.), ‘eco-nihilism’ (Lee 2017), and ‘climate
nihilism’ (Parker, cited in Smith 2018) to evoke a radical philosophical and cosmological shift
in individual worldview. Considering these terms together, I see potential for frames that go
beyond the idea of individual pathology to acknowledge the impact of climate change on
(individual and collective) ways of seeing the world and the task of being human within it.
The language of ‘trauma’ also evokes a deep change in the relationships between the self and
the world. Eco-psychologist Zhiwa Woodbury (2019a) advocates a paradigmatic shift towards
‘climate trauma’ as the best overarching framework for understanding lived experiences in the
Anthropocene. Iterations of this are already present in scholarship; for example, references to
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dystopian fiction as ‘pre-trauma’ (Kaplan 2016) or the term ‘tierratrauma’ as a neologism to
refer to pain specific to moments of dramatic change, such as bushfires or earthquakes
(Albrecht 2019, 85). While ‘trauma’ is often critiqued as a Eurocentric psychoanalytic category,
the use of this term in relation to climate change, as I discuss below, eschews the
individualising tendency of some other categories by highlighting intersubjective and
contextual aspects of distress. From an anthropological perspective, this is an important way
of situating experiences in order to both understand their meaningfulness to the subjects
experiencing them and to acknowledge their diversity.

Technologies of diagnosis
The process of imposing language and order onto human suffering is laden with power.
Although the terminology I have discussed above is not yet cemented in diagnostic manuals,
the ‘illness narratives’ presented in many of the writings I analysed indicate that many people
experiencing ecological distress are already seeking help, and being treated, within biomedical
healthcare systems (Dockett 2019; Clayton et al. 2017). What are the epistemological
assumptions of these sorts of clinical encounters? Critical theorists have highlighted the
tendency of biomedicine to pathologise mental distress. As a system of healing, Western
biomedicine is argued to have eroded the moral core of experience (Biehl, Good, and
Kleinman 2007, 11). Does this mean that if people accept a sick role status and/or begin to
desire a ‘cure’ for their pain, the experience of ecological distress will no longer be an impetus
for action and activism? Is it grief work or political work that is needed in the face of ecological
suffering?
However, those experiencing ecological distress do not engage only with professionals. For
example, there is a high volume of information circulated in online support groups, such as
those associated with ‘Near Term Human Extinction’ communities or the ‘Positive Deep
Adaptation’ movement. Additionally, some places have seen the development of ‘climate
cafés’ (paralleling and drawing from the ‘death café’ movement) which seek to validate and
normalise these emotions (Arciga 2019). People within such movements show awareness of,
and resistance to, the possibility of their experience being pathologised.
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1. Cartoon representing clinical encounters in the Anthropocene. Source: The New Yorker.
(https://www.newyorker.com/cartoons/daily-cartoon/friday-june-29th-heres-your-problem).

The New Yorker cartoon shown in figure 1 was shared on one of the ‘Near Term Human
Extinction’ Facebook pages. Presented in this context, the image implicitly addresses
ontological questions about what sort of problem ecological distress is, with hints therefore at
how it might be addressed. Specifically, the cartoon pushes back against the medicalising,
individualising norms of the clinical encounter by having the doctor locate the problem as
external to the body or mind of the patient—in the world itself. This subverts the typically
inward clinical gaze. However, seeming to contest this, Woodbury (2019a, 6) asserts that
understanding climate trauma as a problem ‘out there’ is not helpful or accurate because, like
personal trauma, it can have strong embodied and affective qualities—as I turn to discussing
now.

Embodying the global
From grief to anxiety to despair, most of the terms circulating around ecological distress
reference categories that describe individual (or at least, individualised) forms of distress. What
happens when trauma is conceived of at the ‘impossible’ scale of climate change (Richardson
2018, 2)? How does language designed to describe experiences at the individual level translate
to suffering related to the loss of a whole species or a whole planet? And how do these massscale changes become embodied or ‘felt’ by the individual? Michael Richardson (2018, 1)
explains that climate catastrophe has both micro and macro manifestations, working ‘on
ecologies and bodies alike as a kind of wounding’. In the articles I reviewed, knowledge of
both global and regional ecological changes were ‘increasingly embedded within everyday
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experiences’ (Cunsolo and Ellis 2018, 275): from a scientist finding himself crying when a
platypus appears in the creek near his house (Law 2019), to the cancellation of an ice-skating
trip (Norgaard 2011), to the smell of smoke from a wildfire (Albrecht 2019), to a parent on a
bike ride who realises he is no longer ‘eating bugs’ as he did in his childhood and relates this
directly to a global insect decline (Jarvis 2018). In this way, ‘ordinary moments’ (Ingram 2019)
can be experienced as embodied symptoms of ecological change, and thus can be triggers for
emotional distress.
However, while some of the ‘evidence’ of change and loss comes directly through the senses,
other forms of knowledge are more mediated—for example, via stories and news of
‘somewhere else’ accessed through personal screens. Images of crises, catastrophe, and threat
constitute ‘highly mobile phenomena’ that can ‘engender anxiety on larger scales’ (Kleist and
Jansen 2016, 375). What is at stake (Kleinman 2006) is no longer just the local. Rather, a very
personal sense of ecological grief can be felt by many people for whom the melting Arctic and
the burning Amazon can come to feel local. A poem by British writer Warsan Shire (2015),
sampled frequently (as per figure 2) in digital forums discussing ecological distress, exemplifies
the intimate level of this experience.

2. An example of the memetic sampling of a section from ‘What They Did Yesterday Afternoon’, by BritishSomali poet Warsan Shire. Creator unknown (https://twitter.com/bookgeek/status/666307769000177666)

This poem (Figure 2) is a poignant expression of the idea that pain can be held not only in an
individual body, but in the world as a whole. This is also expressed in a passage by mid-century
American naturalist Aldo Leopold, which was often quoted in the popular texts I studied. In
the passage, Leopold described the cost of an ecological education as ‘living alone in a world
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of wounds’ (Leopold 1942, cited in Cunsolo and Ellis 2018). Both the poem and this quote
connect to the cartoon (figure 1), in that they invoke pain without making the speaker the
subject of a clinical gaze. Rather, the speaker becomes a sensitive instrument, attuned to the
painful external realities embodied in the gentle movement of a finger across an atlas, or a
focused scientific eye. In this way, ecological distress becomes not a pathology in itself, but a
technology of diagnosis—for the planet, not the person—and a way in which the body and
mind ‘bear witness’ to external realities (Cunsolo and Ellis 2018, 279).
Acknowledging ecological distress can make visible the otherwise diffuse, imaginal landscape
of climate change and its myriad losses. Cunsolo and Ellis (2018) indicate that the recognition
and measurement of ecological grief by ‘experts’ could even have juridical ramifications—for
example, for the new Warsaw International Mechanism, established by the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, as it tries to establish ways to understand ‘nonmarket’ loss and damage. In a similar way, psychologists and psychotherapists in Sweden have
used their observations of climate distress as ‘evidence’ for the urgency of the issue in an open
letter to their government in 2019. In this way, institutional recognition, including via
psychological categories used to describe ecological distress, is not always antithetical to
political action.

Care and distress at the end of history
In a book review focussed on hope and ‘respair’, New Zealand anthropologist Lorena Gibson
(2019) writes that capitalism and neoliberalism have created a sense of being ‘at the end of
history’. The public communication of climate science adds to this from a different (but not
separate) angle. Woodbury (2019b) presents an almost hauntological sense of climate change
as a collective trauma, where anyone reasonably educated and aware will be ‘haunted by the
perpetual spectre of climate trauma when considering fundamental life and identity choices—
like whether to bring children into the world, what to choose as a career, whether to even
attend school, or when and where to settle and raise a family’. There is scope to argue for this
kind of distress as an embodiment of cultural memory, or specifically as an ‘embodied memory
of the future’ (Kaplan 2016, cited in Richardson 2018, 2). Thus, it forces thought about the
shape of that collective future and what can be done about it, illuminating not only our
ecological interdependency but also ‘our ethical and political responsibilities’ in the present
(Cunsolo and Ellis 2018, 276).
Can care for distressed individuals be framed in a way that acknowledges the structural and
ecological context of these times? Does the locating of ecological distress under labels that
reference established psychological categories always work in antithesis to this? There are
strong voices from within the mental health sector that both recognise the risk of pathologising
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ecological distress and speak against it. For example, Sarah Niblock of the UK Council for
Psychotherapy warns that eco-anxiety should be viewed as ‘not an illness or disorder’ but
rather ‘a perfectly normal and healthy reaction’ in the context of climate change (quoted in
Sarchet 2019). This echoes a common thread I observed in popular articles and social media
discussion around them: the idea that eco-anxiety discloses not the disorder of the individual,
but a dis-order of ecological systems; not the madness of the individual, but the madness of
the political, social, and economic systems that have brought us to this point (Lawton 2019).
What might care look like when eschewing biomedical frameworks for a more social framing
of ecological distress? Climate activist Bill McKibben (of the 350.org movement) has publicly
advocated a network called ‘Good Grief’, which exists ‘to help combat despair, inaction, ecoanxiety, and other heavy emotions in the face of daunting systemic predicaments’. Their tenstep programme combines personal and collective elements (Good Grief Network 2019). The
field of eco-psychology—promoted by The Guardian as providing ‘useful frameworks for
facing up to disturbing realities and finding capacity for action’ (Law 2019)—also continues to
blossom. Practices of ‘honouring pain’ in this field suggest that a certain degree of distress is
a useful place from which to develop a meaningful response to these times.

How ‘we’ suffer: A caution against collectivising climate distress
Psychiatrist Lisa Van Sustrene declares that ‘everyone is feeling climate anxiety, whether they
know it or not, whether they like it or not, whether they admit it or not’ (quoted in The Years
Project 2019). Woodbury (2019a, 4) notes that, while cultural trauma theory has typically
focussed on the shared experiences of a particular social group, climate trauma applies to ‘the
entire human race’. Descriptions of suffering at this scale may strike social and medical
anthropologists as flattening and overly simplified. The effects of climate change vary greatly
from region to region, as do its impacts on human livelihoods. So too do the people–place or
people–nature relationships that are threatened by climate change. In their Nature article,
Cunsolo and Ellis (2018, 278) observed it as ‘surprising’ and ‘remarkable’ how similar the
experiences of ecological grief observed among some Canadian Inuit groups and Australian
farmers seemed to be. They seem to take a very light social constructionist approach to grief
as a ‘natural’ and ‘fundamentally shared’ response to loss (ibid., 275). However, as medical
anthropologists, we need to remain wary of attributing the same experience of ecological grief,
trauma, or anxiety to ‘the entire human race’. The culturally grounded aspects of these
experiences of suffering and ‘dis-ease’ must be interrogated, and the likelihood maintained that
the nature and experience of the ‘wound’ will be mediated by myriad cultural and social, as
well as geographic, factors. In other words, the world may hurt ‘everywhere’, as Shire (2015)
says, but it will not hurt everywhere the same. So too must we be wary of over-applying an
ethnocentric English-language lexicon. Instead we can look to the ethnographic record for
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alternative and localised ways of understanding the emotional, social, and existential
ramifications of ecological change.

Conclusion
Trauma can ‘spawn creation’ (Richardson 2018, 6), and we are arguably living at a traumatic
point in human history. As medical anthropologists, we should be alert to the creation of new
forms of distress, new diagnoses, and new modes of subjectivity related to the increasingly
dramatic effects of climatic and ecological change on human lives. In rapidly popularising
terms like ‘ecological grief’, ‘eco-anxiety’, or ‘climate trauma’, a much longer history of social
and technological change, along with specific moral apparatuses linked to expert knowledges,
coalesce (Biehl, Good, and Kleinman 2007, 3). We owe close attention to the meaning-making
processes that surround ecological distress as part of the nexus of human experiences in the
Anthropocene.
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